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•  New Hall-effect sensor quad-bearing 
 gimbals made of machined aluminium
•  20 fully proportional channels 
•  720p HD high-resolution colour, 5-inch 
 Android touchscreen interface
•  Superb ergonomics
•  Speech-to-text interface
•  Text-to-speech voice alerts
•  Intuitive Spektrum AirWare Touch 
 programming app
•  Bluetooth connectivity 
•  Smart Telemetry compatibility
•  Wi-Fi connectivity
•  Camera included
•  Easy access to updates, apps and 
 online content
•  Capacitive-touch switching technology
•  On-the-Fly trim capability
•  Accepts G2 AirWare firmware model 
 setups 
•  Dual 2.4GHz antennas deliver 
 industry-leading diversity and reliability
•  Compatible with long-range Crossfire 
 technology and the CRSF protocol
•  High-capacity 10,500mAh Li-Ion battery  
•  11ms frame rate with compatible rx
•  Voice alerts over speaker, headphones 
 or Bluetooth
•  Micro-USB charging and connectivity
•  250-model internal memory, plus SD 
 card storage support
•  Built-In telemetry support
•  Wireless trainer link

• Spektrum iX20 SE transmitter
•  Special Edition dual transmitter case
•  Special Edition lanyard style neck strap
•  10,500mAh Li-Ion transmitter battery
•  Short and long optional stick ends
•  Screen protector
•  USB magnetic adapter cable
•  Magnetic micro USB adapter
•  Orange grip set & switch nut set
•  Quick start guide
•  iX20 decal sheet

Like the iX20, the iX20 SE features 
Hall effect sensor gimbals that offer 
advanced precision, low maintenance, 
and exceptionally smooth operation. 
For this Special Edition transmitter, the 
gimbals are constructed of premium 
machined aluminium that maximizes 
ergonomic comfort. A high-quality, 
lanyard style neck strap adds hands-
free convenience. A Special Edition 
aluminium dual transmitter case is 
included for transporting the iX20 SE 
safely and in style — perfect whether 
you’re going to the local field or to 
compete with the world’s top pilots.

For advanced pilots who fly high-
performance aircraft —  this Special 
Edition version of the iX20 opens the 
door to unlimited possibilities.

The most powerful, intelligent, and 
feature-packed Spektrum transmitter 
to date, the 20-channel iX20 has given 
accomplished pilots the tools they 
need to fly today’s most advanced, 
high-performance aircraft. This 
Special Edition version includes all 
of the original’s programming and 
connectivity innovations and adds 
exclusive upgrades, making the iX20 SE 
a uniquely pro-class flying experience.


